CNBC: NAACP chief says postmaster assurances for mail services ahead of election aren’t
enough
The head of the NAACP told CNBC on Friday that recent guarantees from the U.S. postmaster general
about changes to mail service ahead of November’s election are inadequate.
ABC News: NAACP Sues the Postal Service
NAACP president and CEO Derrick Johnson explains his organization’s decision to file the lawsuit and
what he hopes to hear in Postmaster General lawsuit.
CNN: NAACP Sues PostMaster General Over Mail in Delays Days Ahead of Election
NAACP President Derrick Johnson joins Bianna Golodryga to discuss why he sees Postmaster
General's DeJoy's actions as a direct and deliberate threat to people of color.
NBC News: Into the NAACP vs the Postal Service
In this episode of Into America, we talk to Jay Thurmond, a veteran Black postal worker about what it is
like doing his job in this moment. Trymaine Lee sits down with NAACP President Derrick Johnson to
understand what his organization is fighting for in its suit against the USPS.

Black Enterprise: NAACP President: Postmaster General Louis DeJoy is Lying
NAACP President Derrick Johnson said Postmaster General Louis DeJoy is lying when he called his
restructuring of postal services a measure to improve operational efficiency. “It goes beyond being
disingenuous,” Johnson told The Hill Thursday. “When you take sorting machines out of the post office,
that were expressly put in to be rapid sorters to ensure mail is timely, and the rationale is making it
quicker, that is lying.”
Washington Post: 2020 March on Washington: What you need to know about the civil rights
rally in D.C.
The event is being led by Sharpton’s National Action Network in partnership with the NAACP, National
Urban League, Hispanic Federation, unions, clergy and civil rights groups, among others. The event
will be broadcast online in its entirety by the NAACP, which is also hosting three days of digital
programming for those who cannot or do not want to attend in person.
Fast Company: See the powerful branding for the 2020 Virtual March on Washington
How do you capture the physicality and energy of an in-person march when most people will
experience it through a screen?
Crisis Magazine: NAACP Launches "Black Voices Change Lives" Campaign
The nation’s largest and most highly recognized civil rights organization, announced the “Black Voices
Change Lives” campaign, an unprecedented effort to engage Black voters across the country by
deploying a blend of traditional and innovative turnout tactics in a select number of battleground states.
WPXI: NAACP starts new campaign to get African-Americans to the polls
The NAACP is beginning a campaign called Black Voices Change Lives. African-American voter
turnout in the 2016 election dropped 5% or more, according to organizers.
WAVY: Norfolk NAACP, Rep. Elaine Luria discuss social injustice, police reform at virtual town
hall
Chatting about change: that was the focus of Thursday’s virtual town hall with the Norfolk NAACP and
Congresswoman Elaine Luria. The event touched on social injustice, diversity and police reform in
Hampton Roads and beyond.
WSFA: NAACP, Red Cross partner on blood drive
Branches of the Alabama NAACP and the American Red Cross partnered in Montgomery to hold a
blood drive honoring Dr. Charles Drew, the creator of the first blood bank. “We’re donating blood to
help this community and to help those that suffer COVID-19 and we hope to get as many people out
here as possible. We’ve done our part. We hope the others will come out and join us to help make our
community safer and to help somebody out,” said Mary Crenshaw, chairwoman for Metro Montgomery
NAACP health.

KNWA: Northwest Arkansas NAACP gives out masks to students
The largest civil rights organization in the country is stepping up to the plate to make sure your kids are
protected against COVID-19. With the help of the community, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People was able to donate more than 500 masks to Asbell students today,
thanks to the “Mask to School” project.
WGLT: Collaboration Is Key In B-N NAACP's Latest Action Plan
Moving forward with its advocacy for the civil and political rights of African Americans, the BloomingtonNormal chapter of the NAACP revealed its new strategic plan Sunday with an eye on reform.

STATEMENTS:
• Virtual March on Washington Programming to Feature Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Sen. Cory

Booker, Stacey Abrams, Rev. William Barber, Among Others
• The Response to the Pandemic
• President and CEO of the NAACP Issues Condemning Statement in the Shooting of

Jacob Blake
• NAACP Sues Postmaster General of the United States Postal Service to Restore Reliable

Mail Delivery Ahead of November Elections

UPCOMING EVENTS:

In commemoration of the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington, a coalition of civil rights and
social justice leaders will lead a Virtual March on Washington on August 27 and August 28, 2020. Just
days after both the Democratic National Convention and the Republican National Convention,
thousands will join the virtual march to mobilize ahead of the November elections.
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